As the Department Head, it is my great pleasure to invite you to the 2018 networking event Chemtogether at the Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences (D-CHAB) of the ETH Zürich.

Founded in 2013 by members of the association of students of chemistry, chemical engineering, and interdisciplinary sciences, VCS, the Chemtogether event is a great opportunity for students and post-doctoral scientists to get into contact with potential future employers – and for you to get into contact with them. The faculty members of D-CHAB are proud of this initiative of their students and consider it as an important event in the annual event calendar.

Since the time of my own studies, the job market for scientists and the expectations on both sides have certainly changed. It has become even more important for students than it was then to establish contacts well before actually applying for a job and, likewise, for companies to make themselves known in the competition for the best talent. In the slightly informal setting of a job fair, both sides may get to know each other with less reserve. We believe that in such talks you will find that our graduates know a lot about chemistry and the pharmaceutical sciences, but certainly not only about science. Chemtogether in itself is a demonstration of their organizational skills. Open-mindedness and critical thinking are further hallmarks of an ETH education and we believe that you are searching for these qualities in the next generation of employees.

Chemtogether provides a unique platform for early interactions between our students and companies interested in their abilities. I hope to see many of you at Hönggerberg participating in Chemtogether 2018 in order to not miss this opportunity.
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Gunnar Jeschke
Dean of the D-CHAB
“If you want to have good ideas you must have many ideas. Most of them will be wrong, and what you have to learn is which ones to throw away.”

Linus Pauling
nobel laureate

Being part of a world-class university, our department of chemistry at ETH Zurich offers a unique education to young people from a broad background. Given these excellent teaching and research facilities, we at Chemtogether believe that our university not only teaches students to think as scientists but also shapes them into innovative entrepreneurs and leaders of the future. Three dozen start-ups from our department alone clearly demonstrate the great potential that is developed here. Graduates of ETH are well known to take their knowledge and inspiration into their new jobs where they are ready to face challenges, achieving your company’s goal. It is your chance to benefit from these brilliant minds.

With this year’s sixth edition, Chemtogether is an established venue at which Post-Doc, PhD as well as undergraduate students get to explore possibilities offered by a career in industry. Taught by valuable feedback from our visitors and industry partners, our experienced organizing committee is determined to create yet again a company fair which will provide the best surrounding for meeting your future employees.

We are pleased and honored to invite you to Chemtogether 2018!

Esther Tschanen-Hammann & Patrik Willi
Heads of Committee
Our promise, your connections

Your business is excellent and you want the right people to know about it. We can help you to connect with some of the best students in the field of chemistry, pharmaceutical sciences and chemical engineering in Europe. Chemtogether provides a platform for every company to present itself and its projects to 1500 students. Consistently ranked among the top 10 universities worldwide in chemistry and chemical engineering, ETH Zurich has an outstanding reputation to provide great research and management personal.

Key criteria for us as organizers is to provide the best visibility to all companies, no matter their reputation and size. We are certain that innovation and scientific brilliance should be at the heart of Chemtogether.

We have seen in the past that the environment of Chemtogether is an ideal frame to connect with the members of D-CHAB. By proving your ability to foster and demand their analytical skills and explaining your ideas, they will be yours.

Giving Confirmation

If you decide to represent your firm at our fair in November, please let us know at your earliest convenience. In the past years, slots have filled up quickly and we can only provide a first come first serve system to make Chemtogether fair. We want to finish confirmations for the company fair by the 30th of June. This allows to account for your specific wishes and needs, discussing particulars, planning your page of the fair guide and talking banner sizes among other aspects. Since Chemtogether will take place over two days, please let us know immediately on which date you would like to attend the company fair - as spaces are limited, later confirmations may run into reservation conflicts.

The dates set for this year’s Chemtogether are the 6th and 7th of November. Feel free to contact us anytime under the email address info@chemtogether.ethz.ch, especially if you have any questions.
We offer several different packages for your participation in this year’s Chemtogether. With a silver, gold or platinum package, your company will set itself apart before, during and after the career fair.

**Partnership**

**Base Platform**
- 9 m² Booth
- 2 Bistro tables
- 1 Page in the Expo Guide
- Access to the job wall
- Catering
- WLAN & Electricity

1500.- CHF

**Changes**

Partnership opportunities and the cooperation with the student associations have been improved.

Please note, that we are only able to offer one gold or platinum package per day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag - Silver</td>
<td>+ interviews prior to the fair&lt;br&gt;+ included in Social Media campaign (promotion)&lt;br&gt;+1 page advertisement in the expo guide&lt;br&gt;+1 page advertisement in the student magazine&lt;br&gt;+ logo on the student organisation’s homepage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500.- CHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au - Gold (limited)</td>
<td>+ prominent 12m² booth&lt;br&gt;+ 3 Bistro tables in total&lt;br&gt;+ first or last page advertisement in the expo guide &amp; student magazine&lt;br&gt;+ short presentation during the fair&lt;br&gt;+ room reservation to conduct interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4000.- CHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt - Platinum (limited)</td>
<td>+ advertisement on the back-side of the expo guide&lt;br&gt;+ presentation in the auditorium&lt;br&gt;+ organisation of a career event as requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000.- CHF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The D-CHAB is located in the HCI building on the ETH Science City Hönggerberg campus in Zürich. After completing construction in 2004, the HCI currently houses five research divisions: the Institute for Chemical and Bioengineering, the Institute of Pharmaceutical Studies, the Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry, the Laboratory of Organic Chemistry and the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry.

The Chemtogether fair will take place in the main part of the HCI building.

Address

HCI
Vladimir-Prelog-Weg 1-5/10
8043 Zürich
Impressions from the Chemtogether 2017
Organization Committee Members

Clemens Isert:
Having organized a multitude of events for the chemistry student's association in the past, Clemens joined the team of Chem-together to apply those skills in a different setting. Besides pursuing a degree in Chemical and Bioengineering, his time is spent improving his cooking skills or figuring out how to pull of good shot of espresso.

Lukas Lätsch:
Coming from the Black Forest he came to Zurich to study Chemistry. In his spare time music takes a central place: He dances Latin and Standard and has been playing the guitar since 12 years.

Patrik Willi:
Patrik is studying for a Master's degree in Chemistry. In his spare time, he plays acoustic guitar and enjoys sports like squash or running. To ensure that there are always enough chemistry freshmen, he also helps organizing the Swiss Chemistry Olympiad.

Cyril Schroeder:
Coming from Luxembourg, Cyril had no great difficulties fitting in Zurich. When not studying, he can be found hitting the gym or running in the woods of the Hönggerberg.
Josephine Scheiter:
As she likes exploring new places, Josephine decided to start studying in Zurich. Besides her studies she enjoys playing the piano and doing sports as she has been playing tennis on a competitive level for more than 10 years.

Konstantin Zouboulis
Konstantin from Berlin is studying chemistry. Besides of his studies he is part of the student magazine’s Editorial team. Since childhood he is an avid sailor and regularly goes on sailing trips. On the mainland he likes to play tennis, going to the gym or reading news magazines.

Ann-Christin Kerl:
Ann-Christin grew up near Göttingen and decided to pursue her long existing dream of becoming a Chemist in Zurich. She enjoys being active in several sports such as Swimming or Tennis. Traveling and experiencing different cultures also shape her interests strongly.

Markus Böcker:
Having done social work in Berlin, he came to Zürich to study chemistry. After leaving the lab or the library Markus likes to unwind while running or watching movies. He is currently heading Industrial Relations for the chemistry students association.
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Andreas Gimpel:
Apart from his studies in chemical engineering, Andreas is interested in applied computer science and enjoys working on programming-related projects at home or for the student organisation. Despite being from Germany, he is an avid skier since childhood and likes to mountaineer in the Alps as well.

David Hahn:
David pursues a PhD in Computational Chemistry. He likes to compensate for the work in front of the screen by hiking, skiing and mountain biking in the nature. Other interests include growing different tomato varieties and cooking elaborate meals.

Romain Dubey:
Romain comes from Fribourg and pursues a PhD at ETH and Empa. When he is not testing crazy new battery concepts, he strives for a better collaboration between academia and industry. In his free time he loves doing judo and running.

Esther Tschannen-Hammann
After completing a Master’s degree in Chemistry at ETH, Esther is now working in organometallic Synthesis. In her free time, she enjoys bicycling very much and has as of last year traversed all the Swiss Alps passes with a bike.
Paul Schnacke:  
Coming from Cologne, Paul studies chemistry and uses his spare time mainly for his interest in modern European history, cooking and watching movies.

Andreas Bumberger:  
As an Austrian skiing enthusiast, Andreas enjoys pursuing his chemistry studies in close proximity to the Alps. After long days in the lab, he likes to keep his stamina up by training for the yearly marathon in his hometown of Linz.
Setup and arrangement of booths for this year’s edition can be seen above. Gold (Au) and Platinum (Pt) partner profit from a central larger booth. Additionally, chairs and tables are provided.
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From left to right:
Markus Böcker, Romain Dubey, Paul Schnacke, Cyril Schroeder, Andreas Bumberger, Ann-Christin Kerl, Esther Tschanen-Hammann, Patrik Willi, Konstantin Zouboulis, Andreas Gimpel, Clemens Isert, Josephine Scheiter, David Hahn, Lukas Lätsch

Contact
Please contact us under info@chemtogether.ethz.ch or alternatively at the address:
VCS, Postfach 84
Wolfgang-Pauli-Str. 9
8093 Zürich
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